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Context
Current approaches for measuring people's mobility are traditionally based on data such as surveys,
traffic counts, etc. Digital data open up opportunities for the dynamic analysis of mobility at very high
levels of geographical and temporal accuracy and may provide stakeholders with the potential to
better monitor changes in people's mobility, which is a requirement to drive sustainable mobility
policies. However, single-source data are partial and biased, and their ability to grasp complex urban
phenomena is therefore reduced. Their combination with other conventional and digital data (mobile
phone data, smart card data, traffic data) will make it possible to take advantage of the benefits of
each type of data: relevance, representativeness, and reliability at very fine spatial and temporal
levels. The ANR MobiTIC project (2020-2023), coordinated by GRETTIA and in which LICIT is a
partner, aims to combine multi-source data to measure the mobility and presence of people in urban
and peri-urban areas. This project involves Orange, Insee, and Géographie-Cités as partners. Kéolis
Rennes is also involved in the project as a supplier of smart card data. The research work to be carried
out is in line with the research work carried out at GRETTIA and LICIT on the use of digital data for
the analysis of mobility and urban functions. The thesis envisaged brings together the skills of the two
laboratories to propose a methodological corpus in the field of data mining and machine learning
aimed at merging several data sources for the mobility analysis.
Objectives
This thesis aims to exploit multi-source data for mobility analysis by taking advantage of each data
source: mobile phone data, survey data, ticketing data, and road traffic data. Mobile phone data
cannot provide the information required to build mobility indicators. In addition to adjustments using
socio-demographic information, mobility indicators can benefit from information extracted from other
data sources to overcome their inner individual limitations and biases.
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Two aspects will be investigated in the thesis: (i) the first is dedicated to the estimation of
origin-destination (OD) matrices for each mode and travel purpose, (ii) the second, for exploratory
purposes, consists in extracting a reduced set of transport demand profiles by exploiting multi-source
data.
The first part of the thesis will focus on developing methods for estimating OD matrices by mode and
travel purpose to provide estimates over short periods and at a fine spatial scale. Two strategies will
be explored, namely:
- working at the individual signaling trace scale as proposed in [1] and integrate into the multi-modal
map-matching procedure aggregate information on the different modes provided by other sources.
Such an approach could find synergies with the work carried out within the framework of the ANR
JCJC Promenade project (led by A. Furno - LICIT and associated with this thesis), in particular, the
ongoing thesis work (the Ph.D. defense is planned for October 2021) carried out by L. BONNETAIN,
funded by the Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity Transition (ENTPE). In particular, this component
will benefit from methods under development for cleaning up mobile phone traces, detecting static
and mobile phases of users and the first solutions (using both mobile phone and ticketing data) for
inference of typical and popular travel times in a multimodal context. The objective will be to extend
these methods for the characterization of travel patterns and the quantification of modal shares by
investigating, for example, Spatio-temporal clustering techniques and statistical imputation approaches
to complement and enrich individual mobility traces. In this respect, the higher sampling frequency
guaranteed by Orange signaling data, and more complete coverage of the uses of different modes of
transport, made possible by the heterogeneity of the available data, appear both fundamental and
promising for the quality of the methods to be developed.
- combining data sources once aggregation operations (spatial and temporal) have been completed
[2]. Although potentially less rich, this approach simplifies processing and does not raise difficulties
related to the processing of individual data. Also, the data sources are complementary: mobile phone
data provide information on the structure of the OD matrix for all modes, while ticketing and loop data
by their mono-modal nature provide volume information on certain nodes or arcs of the multimodal
transport network. Such approaches have already been successfully implemented [3,4] using a
simulator (microscopic traffic model) for matrix assignment. However, these works did not deal in
detail with the question of modes and travel purposes, contrary to what is envisaged in the thesis
For the second part of the thesis, pioneering work on the application of latent variable models such as
LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) model, stochastic block models [5,6], tensor factorization [7,8] or
exploratory factor analysis [9] was carried out, some directly by the researchers involved in the
supervision of the thesis. These models allow extracting a reduced number of standard profiles of the
transport demand. The spatial analysis of the profiles thus obtained provides information on both the
mobility of people and the underlying urban dynamics. These models will be extended to jointly exploit
multi-source data to build joint spatial and temporal analyses. This work will be based on advances in
generative models for multiview data [10,11].
Schedule
The schedule for this thesis is as follows:
1) Bibliographic study on latent variable models and generative models for multiview data ;
2) Pre-processing of the data collected for the estimation of dynamic origin-destination (OD) matrices
by mode and by travel purpose: preparation of the data for subsequent statistical processing
(imputation of modes, imputation of travel purposes, Propensity score weighting). This step is closely
linked to the ANR Promenade project piloted at Licit;
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3) Exploratory analysis for the extraction of transport demand profiles; Development of generative
models for multiview data;
Candidate profile
The candidate for this thesis pursue a Master 2 in Data Science or Statistics with an interest in mobility
and transport applications. Good knowledge of R and/or Python languages is also required.
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